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1 THE DEMANDS OF INTERACTIVITY 11 The Demands of InteractivityVirtual reality is the most recent form of interactive world. Earlier examples includethe video games that were perhaps �rst invented in the 1960's and the text adventuresthat were the most popular home software in the early 1980's. However, virtual realityhas touched the hearts of many people in ways that earlier simulations did not.A result of this great popularity is widespread speculation on the future of virtualworlds. A frequent notion in such speculation is that we will soon develop \interactivecinema", which will allow people to enter into immersive environments having as muchemotional impact as, say, Citizen Kane or Terminator 2. After all, we can alreadybuild simulated physical spaces and simulated physical objects, so we must be abouthalf of the way toward including simulated characters and an exciting story.This speculative notion, while most attractive, is awed. Consider the simulatedcharacters. Writing about and �lming characters is not fundamentally more di�cultthan writing about and �lming scenery. So for non-interactive media, you are indeedhalf-way there when you can manage scenery. In contrast, developing richly interac-tive characters means constructing intelligent, emotional, behaving creatures. Thesecreatures must seem to live in the simulated world and must respond to the user'srich variety of human behavior in believable ways. This kind of creature is a primarygoal of basic research in arti�cial intelligence, and it is not merely a next obvious stepfor designers of virtual reality systems.Similarly, interactive story is not an obvious extension of traditional linear stories.In order to feel the reality of a simulated world, users must be free to behave in anyways that �t within the theme of the world. For instance, a ight simulator neednot support stopping for lunch at a McDonald's, but it must permit the freedom touse the airplane controls in any reasonable way. However, a story is by nature animposition of structure on the user, because whatever the user chooses to do mustinevitably lead to the dramatic arc of some story-like experience. Thus, an interactivestory system must provide a computational solution to the apparent clash betweenfree will and destiny. This is unlike the requirements of story in traditional media,and is more than a minor extension to existing virtual reality technology.If one views a VR system as producing surface level phenomena via the hardwareinterface and associated software, then the organization and content of software wellbehind the interface constitute a \deep structure" for the virtual world. This is thearrangement of code and data that produces the central meanings of the interactiveexperience. For the reasons suggested above, we believe that for VR to join the novel,cinema, and television as a broadly successful artistic medium, the technology mustprovide a su�ciently rich deep structure. In particular, it must provide computationaltheories for interactive characters and story.The Oz project at Carnegie Mellon is our attempt to work toward these goals.



2 INTERACTIVE CHARACTERS 2The project includes artists, writers, and researchers in arti�cial intelligence andcomputing. We believe that such a collaboration is necessary to capture the artis-tic knowledge, sensibilities, and capabilities needed to provide a deep structure fordramatic worlds.Current Oz research falls into three areas:� the construction of broadly capable, though perhaps shallow, autonomous agentsthat integrate elements of perception, cognition, emotion, action, and language,� the construction of a computational theory of interactive drama, to gently shapethe user's overall experience, and� the development of computational methods for varying the presentation styleof the experience, thus providing the interactive analog of �lm technique andwriting style.Our work is described in detail in a number of reports [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The rest ofthis note summarizes our research on the construction of agents.2 Interactive CharactersOne of the keys to an e�ective virtual world is for the user to be able to \suspenddisbelief". That is, the user must be able to imagine that the world portrayed is real,without being jarred out of that belief by the world's behavior. In existing works ofinteractive �ction and other simulated worlds, the unnatural behavior of simulatedagents is perhaps the primary impediment to fully suspending disbelief.Traditional research on agents in arti�cial intelligence demands that constructedcreatures be highly competent. Our central requirement, that users be able to suspenddisbelief, is di�erent and unusual. Instead of demanding that agents be especiallyactive and smart, we require only that they not be clearly stupid or unreal. An agentthat keeps quiet may appear wise, while an agent that oversteps its abilities willprobably destroy the suspension of disbelief. Thus, in Oz we try to take advantageof the \Eliza e�ect" [7], in which people see subtlety, understanding, and emotion inan agent as long as the agent does not actively destroy the illusion.In order to foster this illusion of reality, we believe our agents must have broad,though perhaps shallow, capabilities. To this end, we have developed an architecturefor mind, called Tok, that exhibits some signs of internal goals, reactivity, emotion,natural language ability, and knowledge of agents (self and other) as well as of thesimulated physical micro-world.Rather than describing Tok in detail (the earlier mentioned technical papers pro-vide such information), we will convey the avor of our work by presenting a particular



3 THE BEHAVIOR OF LYOTARD 3Emotions Behaviors Featureshopey wanting to be pet or brushed purring curiousfear cleaning self arch back contenthappy wanting to go out/in hiss aggressivesad eating swat ignoringpride wanting to eat bite friendlyshame getting object (using human escape/run away proudadmiration or other tool) have fun energeticreproach searching for something pouncing on creaturesgrati�cation carrying mouse chasing ball/creaturesremorse playing with ball rubbing againstgratitude playing with mouse lickinganger crazy hour watching/staring atlove hiding (anger/fear) sitting on a sunny ledgehate pushing things aroundyitalicized items were not included in �nal implementationTable 1: Original Lyotard Taskagent built in Tok. That agent is a simulated house cat named \Lyotard". Our goalin developing Lyotard was to build a creature that could believably pass for a cat inan Oz micro-world.Table 1 lists the emotions and behaviors from our original informal design docu-ment for Lyotard. The emotions are those naturally available in the current version ofTok, though in the end we did not use all of them. The behaviors were developed overseveral hours of brainstorming by several cat owners in our group. The behavioralfeatures are used to modify the details of Lyotard's behaviors, according to Lyotard'smood.3 The Behavior of LyotardTo our knowledge, whether an agent's behavior produces a successful suspension ofdisbelief can be determined only empirically. The agent must be embedded in a world,and a variety of users must report their subjective experience with the agent. For usthis evaluation is an on-going e�ort, which we will attempt to report in the literature[5] and to convey by demonstration.Nonetheless, we hope to provide the reader of this non-interactive text with somesense of Lyotard's behavior and of the internal mental causes for the behavior. Thus,we present in Table 2 a small excerpt of a session with Lyotard. In this sessiona human user interacted with Lyotard in a simulated six room house. Because weare interested in the actions of the agents, the �gure presents the actions of eachagent from an omniscient perspective. The normal output from the Oz system to thehuman user, such as English descriptions of what the human perceives, prompts for



3 THE BEHAVIOR OF LYOTARD 4the human's action, etc., have been omitted.Lyotard: (*GO-TO "the bedroom"). Lyotard: (*GO-TO "the kitchen").(*GO-TO "the sunroom"). (*MEOW).(*GO-TO "the spare room"). Player: (*GO-TO "the sunroom").(*JUMP-ON "the chair"). Lyotard: (*MEOW).(*SIT-DOWN). Player: (*GO-TO "the diningroom").(*LICK "Lyotard"). Lyotard: (*WAIT).(*LICK "Lyotard"). Player: (*TAKE "the glass jar").Player: (*GO-TO "the spare room"). Lyotard: (*GO-TO "the diningroom").Lyotard: (*JUMP-OFF "the chair"). Player: (*GO-TO "the kitchen").(*RUN-TO "the sunroom"). Lyotard: (*JUMP-ON "the table").Player: (*GO-TO "the sunroom"). Lyotard: (*JUMP-OFF "the table").Lyotard: (*LOOKAROUND NERVOUSLY). (*GO-TO "the kitchen").Player: (*PET "Lyotard"). (*MEOW).Lyotard: (*BITE "Player"). Player: (*POUR "the glass jar" IN(*RUN-TO "the diningroom"). "the kitty bowl").Player: (*GO-TO "the spare room"). Lyotard: (*EAT "the sardine").Lyotard: (*LOOKAROUND NERVOUSLY). (*EAT "the sardine").(*GO-TO "the sunroom"). (*EAT "the sardine").(*POUNCE-ON "the superball"). (*EAT "the sardine").(*LOOKAT "the superball"). (*EAT "the sardine").(*NUDGE "the superball").(*POUNCE-ON "the superball"). Player: (*PET "Lyotard").(*POUNCE-ON "the superball"). Lyotard: (*CLOSE-EYES LAZILY).Player: (*TAKE "Lyotard").Lyotard: (*GO-TO "the diningroom"). Lyotard: (*CLOSE-EYES LAZILY).Table 2: Section of an interaction with LyotardJust prior to the beginning of this excerpt, Lyotard had successfully �nished ex-ploring part of the house. This success made Lyotard mildly happy. The happyemotion led to the content feature being set, which gave rise to a behavior to �nd acomfortable place to sit. In �nding a comfortable place to sit, Lyotard remembersplaces that he believes to be comfortable and chooses one of them, a particular chairin the spare room. He then goes there, jumps on the chair, sits down, and startscleaning himself for a while.At this point, the human user, whom Lyotard dislikes, walks into the room. Tokmodels like and dislike as relatively long-lasting attitudes toward external entities.The initial mild dislike of the user gives rise to an emotion of mild hate toward theuser. Further, Tok notices that one of Lyotard's goals, not-being-hurt, is threatenedby the disliked user's proximity. This prospect of a goal failure generates fear inLyotard. The fear and hate combine to generate a strong aggressive feature and todiminish the previous content feature. The fear emotion and the proximity of its



3 THE BEHAVIOR OF LYOTARD 5cause give rise to an avoid-harm goal, while the aggressive feature gives rise to a goalto threaten the user. In this case the avoid-harm goal wins out, creating a subsidiaryescape/run-away behavior that leads Lyotard to jump o� the chair and run out ofthe room.When the user follows Lyotard into the sunroom and tries to pet him, Lyotardsees the action and notices that the actor trying to touch him is one toward whomhe feels mild hate. This combination generates another goal: respond-negatively-to-contact. Lyotard responds to this rather than to his escape/run-away goal or anyof his other goals because we declared it as having a high priority when we createdLyotard. Further re�nement of this goal through a series of choices leads to Lyotardbiting the player.As the player leaves Lyotard alone, the emotions engendered by the player startto decay, and Lyotard again pursues his amusement goal. This time he is no longercontent, which is one of several changes to his emotional state, so a slightly di�erentset of amusement choices are available. He chooses to play with one of his toys, andso goes to �nd his superball.As the simulation has progressed, Lyotard's body has been getting more hungry.At this point his hunger crosses a threshold so that his mind notices it as a feeling ofhunger. This triggers a feeding goal causing him to go to his bowl, but it is emptyso he complains by meowing. After a while, he gives up on this technique for gettingfood, so he tries another technique; he goes looking for food himself. He remembersplaces where he has seen food that was reachable, and goes to one of them, passing bythe user in the process. At this point he again feels fear and aggression, but he ignoresthese feelings because dealing with the hunger is more important to him. As he reachesthe location he expected to �nd the food, he notices that it is gone (taken by the userwhen Lyotard couldn't see him), so Lyotard again considers other techniques to getfood. He could try to �nd a human and suggest he be fed, but instead he chooses totry his bowl again. This time the human feeds him, and Lyotard eats. As he eatshe feels happy because his emotionally important goal of eating is succeeding, andhe also feels gratitude toward the user, because he believes the user helped to satisfythis goal. This gratitude in turn gradually inuences Lyotard's attitude toward theuser from dislike to neutral.Now when the user pets Lyotard, Lyotard responds favorably to the action byclosing his eyes lazily. Lyotard wants to be pet because he no longer dislikes or fearsthe user. Thus, being pet causes a goal success which causes happiness, and becausethe goal success was attributed to the user, increases gratitude toward the user. Theresult is that Lyotard now strongly likes the player.The trace we have shown was produced by the interactive �ction version of Oz,which is written in Common Lisp. Of the 50,000 lines of code that comprise Oz, theTok architecture is roughly 7500 lines. Lyotard is an additional 2000 lines of code.



4 CONCLUSION 6Running on a Hewlett Packard 720 workstation (55 MIPS), each Tok agent takesroughly two seconds for processing between acts.4 ConclusionThe VR community has generally focused on VR as a human-interface technique,with some attention also given to modeling physical space and objects. While thesetopics are important, we see exclusive attention to them as something like studyingcelluloid instead of cinema, paper instead of literature, or cathode ray tubes insteadof television. To reach our dream of \interactive cinema", we must also look at theunderlying content of the worlds we want to model. This means studying interactivecharacters, story, and presentation style, and that in turn means studying arti�cialintelligence.The Oz project is an attempt to explore these areas, in which we blend AI tech-nology with ideas and insight from traditional arts and media. Besides the Lyotardworld, discussed above, we also have built a real-time, interactive, animated worldcontaining several autonomous emotional/cognitive creatures. These \Woggles" were�rst shown at the AAAI-92 Arti�cial Intelligence Based Arts Exhibition, in San Jose,California. Other Oz work is in progress on interactive story and presentation [4, 5].The long term goal for Oz is to develop a popular and widespread new formof art and entertainment. Oz simulations, which today require large engineeringworkstations, will run on personal computers (or television sets) of the middle andlate 1990's. Such AI-based interactive entertainment software may be a key elementdriving the merger of computing and consumer electronics beyond this decade.5 AcknowledgmentsWe gratefully acknowledge the support of Fujitsu Laboratories, Ltd. for our research.References[1] Joseph Bates. Virtual reality, art, and entertainment. PRESENCE: Teleoperatorsand Virtual Environments, 1(1):133{138, 1992.[2] Joseph Bates, A. Bryan Loyall, and W. Scott Reilly. Broad agents. In Proceedingsof AAAI Spring Symposium on Integrated Intelligent Architectures, Stanford, CA,March 1991. Available in SIGART Bulletin, Volume 2, Number 4, August 1991,pp. 38-40.
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